Guideway Options

Existing Conditions

Pros
+ Low cost
+ No loss of traffic lane
+ Minimizes left turn conflicts

Cons
- Loss of parking
- Conflicts with loading/unloading
- Conflicts with local buses
- Potential right turn conflicts

Curbside Running

Pros
+ Low cost
+ No loss of traffic lane
+ Minimizes left turn conflicts

Cons
- Loss of parking
- Conflicts with loading/unloading
- Conflicts with local buses
- Potential right turn conflicts

Curbside w/ Parking

Pros
+ Preserves parking
+ Minimizes left turn conflicts

Cons
- Loss of traffic lane
- Conflicts with loading/unloading
- Conflicts with local buses
- Potential right turn conflicts

Median Running

Pros
+ Possible single station for both directions
+ Heightens profile of system
+ Minimizes local bus conflicts
+ Minimizes right turn conflicts

Cons
- Loss of traffic lane
- May require specialty fleet (left-side doors)
- Requires signal upgrades